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ä True or false on a sphere?
ä Two points determine a unique line (=great circle).
ä The set of all points equidistant to aline is a line. (Or two lines: one oneither side.)
ä Some circles are lines. (A circle can bedefined as {x ∈ S2 : d(m,x)= d(m,r)}for a given midpointm ∈ S2 andcircumference point r ∈ S2 (r 6=m).)
ä Some lines are circles.
ä Some circles are points.
ä The set of all points equidistant to aline is a circle. (Or two circles: one oneither side.)
ä Squares exist. (Figure with four equalstraight sides and four right angles.)

ä Equilateral triangles exist.
ä Superright triangles exist. (Triangles allof whose angles are right).



ä Is Wikipedia right? (Hint: no.)
Selections from

E�����’� E������� B��� I
based on the translation by Richard Fitzpatrick
farside.ph.utexas.edu/books/Euclid

edited and illustrated by Viktor Blåsjö
intellectualmathematics.com

De�nitions

�. A point is that of which there is no part.

�. And a line is a length without breadth.

�. And the extremities of a line are points.

�. A straight line is any one which lies evenly with points on itself.

�. And a surface is that which has length and breadth only.

�. And the extremities of a surface are lines.

�. A plane surface is any one which lies evenly with the straight lines
on itself.

�. And a plane angle is the inclination of the lines to one another,
when two lines in a plane meet one another, and are not lying in a
straight line.

�. And when the lines containing the angle are straight then the an-
gle is called rectilinear.

��. And when a straight line stood upon another straight line makes
adjacent angles which are equal to one another, each of the equal
angles is a right angle, and the former straight line is called a perpen-
dicular to that upon which it stands.

��. A boundary is that which is the extremity of something.

��. A �gure is that which is contained by some boundary or bound-
aries.

��. A circle is a plane �gure contained by a single line [which is called
a circumference], such that all of the straight lines radiating towards
[the circumference] from one point amongst those lying inside the
�gure are equal to one another.

��. And the point is called the center of the circle.

��. Rectilinear �gures are those �gures contained by straight lines:
trilateral �gures being those contained by three straight lines,
quadrilateral by four, and multilateral by more than four.

��. And of the trilateral �gures: an equilateral triangle is that hav-
ing three equal sides, an isosceles triangle that having only two equal
sides.

��. And further of the trilateral �gures: a right angled triangle is
that having a right angle.

��. And of the quadrilateral �gures: a square is that which is right
angled and equilateral.

��. Parallel lines are straight lines which, being in the same plane,
and being produced to in�nity in each direction, meet with one an-
other in neither of these directions.

Postulates

�. Let it have been postulated to draw a straight line from any point
to any point.

�. And to produce a �nite straight line continuously in a straight
line.

�. And to draw a circle with any center and radius.

�. And that all right angles are equal to one another.

�. And that if a straight line falling across two other straight lines
makes internal angles on the same side of itself whose sum is less
than two right angles, then the two other straight lines, being pro-
duced to in�nity, meet on that side of the original straight line that
the sum of the internal angles is less than two right angles.

Common Notions

�. Things equal to the same thing are also equal to one another.

�. And if equal things are added to equal things then the wholes are
equal.

�. And if equal things are subtracted from equal things then the re-
mainders are equal.

�. And things coinciding with one another are equal to one an-
other.

�. And the whole is greater than the part.

Proposition �

To construct an equilateral triangle on a given �nite straight line.

Let AB be the given �nite straight line.

A B

So it is required to construct an equilateral triangle on the straight
line AB.

Let the circle BCD with center A and radius AB have been drawn
[Post. �], and again let the circle ACE with center B and radius BA
have been drawn [Post. �].
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And let the straight lines CA and CB have been joined from the
point C, where the circles cut one another, to the points A and B
respectively [Post. �].
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Postulate 4: identity of right angles.
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Postulate 5: condition for crossing.
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Proposition 4: SAS W congruence.
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Proposition 5: isosceles W� base angles equal.
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Proposition 7: SSS uniqueness.
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Proposition 8: SSS W congruence.
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Proposition 13: angle on one side of straight line = 2™.
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Proposition 14: angle on one side = 2™� straight line.
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Proposition 15: vertical angles equal.

Proposition 16: W external angle > each opposite inter-
nal angle. >

Proposition 26: ASA W congruence.
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Proposition 27: alternate angles equal � parallel.
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Proposition 29: parallel � alternate angles equal, . . . in-
ternal angles = 2™.
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Proposition 30: parallel to same � parallel to each
other.
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Attempting E2 proofs in S2 can be instructive
Proposition 27: alternate angles equal⇒ parallel.

⇒ >
>

ä Is this theorem (from Euclid’s Elements) true on a sphere?



Proposition 27: alternate angles equal⇒ parallel.
⇒ >

>

Euclid proves this by contradiction. If they meet, that contradicts Prop. 16.

Proposition 16: 4 external angle > each opposite internal angle.
>
>



Proposition 16: 4 external angle > eachopposite internal angle.
>
>

Euclid’s proof:
A

B C DE
A

B C D
E F

A

B C D
E F A

B C D
E F

A

B C D
E F

>
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B C D
E F

äWhich step goes wrong on the sphere?
B

F
A

E C



ä Is AAS a triangle congruence case?

Alternative cosine rule:
cosa= cosαsinbsinc−cosbcosc

αα

a

b
c

Hint: What happens if you put b at the north pole and a and c at the equator?



Stereographic projection S2→R2
(0,0,1)

(x,y,z)

(X,Y,0)

(x,y,z) 7→ ( x
1− z ,

y
1− z ,0)

(X,Y,0) 7→
( 2X
X2+Y2+ 1 ,

2Y
X2+Y2+ 1 ,

X2+Y2− 1
X2+Y2+ 1

)



Astrolabes are based on stereographic projection



Symmetry of tangents to sphere
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Symmetry transferred to projection plane
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Symmetry of two tangents at p =⇒ stereogr. proj. conformal
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Circles 7→ circles

Ï Projection of circle = closed-curveintersection of cone with plane = circleor ellipse.

Ï Consider a cone tangent to the circleon the sphere. All lines from the conevertex cut the circle at right angles.
Ï Those lines map to lines(plane∩plane).
Ï By angle preservation, the images ofthose lines cut the image of the circleat right angles.
Ï Hence there is a point (the image ofthe cone point) from which all lines cutthe image of the circle at right angles.
Ï Hence the image is a circle.


